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Upper Elementary Homeschooling Master List by Subject, Volumes 1-5 
 
Mathematics  

● Create and answer your own word problems (or challenge your parents to answer!) for 
the four basic operations, decimals, and/or fractions. You can even create your own 
catalogue using clippings from catalogues you have at home. Set a price for each item 
and create word problems based on those items. Can you think of other clever ways to 
practice word problems?  

● Try to create your own Montessori math material that you or a younger sibling could use! 
Could you make your own stamp game, bead bars, or golden beads? Get creative with the 
materials you use to do so! Are there household items that could serve as pegs on a 
pegboard? I once saw a group of students at another Montessori school build the powers 
of two material using Rice Krispie Treats and colored frosting!  

● Try the challenge of four 4s! See if you can form every number between 0 and 50, using 
four 4s each time. It is possible! You can use all four operations (+, -, x, /), brackets, a 
decimal point, square, square root, and factorial.* For example: (4 x 4) + (4 x 4)  equals 
32 and 4 + 4 + 4 - 4 equals 8.  

*Four factorial is written as 4! and means 4 x 3 x 2 x1 which equals 24. 
● Learn about the history of measurement. Early on, human beings measured using parts of 

their bodies; we still use the name “foot” to this day! The book “For Good Measure” by 
Ken Robbins is an excellent resource for this work. Could you measure your family 
members or certain areas of your home in cubits, spans, hands, or paces? You can even 
record your results in a chart or bar graph.  

● Teach your parents non-decimal bases! You could also count in a base system that is 
larger than 10; remember that this will involve creating and naming your own digits!  

● As long as you have a ruler, graph paper and colored pencils, you can do category 
multiplication!  

● There are so many possibilities for graph making! Many of these you have already 
learned at school, but you might consider researching or having your parents teach you 
one you haven’t learned yet! Think carefully about the kind of information that could be 
graphed including surveys, measurements, nature observations, and the many things that 
are changing over time!  

○ Bar Graph 
○ Line Graph  
○ Pictograph 
○ Pie Graph  
○ Scatterplot  

● Familiarize yourself with another number system such as:  
○ Roman Numerals 
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○ Greek Numerals 
○ Egyptian Numerals  
○ Babylonian Numerals 
○ Mayan Numerals  

● A great way to practice your mental math is by playing the game “Monopoly” and taking 
the role of the banker. Often this game takes many hours, so consider playing in a spot 
where it could be left out and resumed later!  

● Review your divisibility rules by creating a divisibility chart! Remember that certain 
numbers have similar rules: 

○ 2, 5 and 10 
○ 3 and 9 
○ 4 and 8  
○ 7 and 11  

● Grab your colored pencils, a ruler and graph paper, and do Geometric Form of 
Multiplication!  

● Practice finding the average, median and mode of various number sets.  
● Write your own DVT (distance, velocity, time) or PIRT (principal, interest, rate, time) 

problems  
● Set up a store in your home by gathering items and placing price tags on them. Then set 

up a cash register using real money or play money (from a board game or even create 
money using colored paper). Give your family members a certain amount of money to 
spend, and then as the cashier you total up their purchases and provide the correct 
change!  

 
Community Mathematics 

● Make a set of flash cards for a younger sibling or younger student for them to use to 
practice their equations: 

○ On one side, write the equation (2 x 4 = ) 
○ On the reverse side, write the answer (2 x 4 = 8) 

● Although suggested in a previous volume, this would be a really fun week to create your 
own version of a Montessori material for yourself, a sibling or another child at our 
school. To get you inspired, here are some ideas:  

○ Checkerboard 
○ Decimal Board  
○ Binomial Cube  
○ Bead Bars 
○ Finger Chart  
○ Small bead frame (like the one Mrs. McEneely made, pictured below!) 
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● Traveling Equation!  
○ Start by writing a math problem of any sort.  

■ For example, 234 x 32 = ?  
○ Send it to a friend so they can solve it.  
○ Once solved, your friend can take the answer they got and use it in the next 

problem they create.  
■ For example, 234 x 32 = 7488.  
■ Their next problem might be 7488  6 = ?÷  

○ Send that problem to a third friend and the ongoing equation can continue!  
○ Be sure to show your work!  
○ **You can also amplify this by creating a mega word problem together!  

 
Geometry 

● Can you create a floor plan of your actual home? Use graph paper to create a “to scale” 
drawing for the area of each room. For an added challenge, measure the height of each 
room so that you can also calculate the volume. You might even consider building a 
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replica of your home or a certain part of your home using legos, blocks, or other building 
materials.  

● Research how to make a tessellation and explore what kinds of amazing things you can 
create!  

● Find the perimeter, circumference, or area of items in your home. You can use kitchen 
items, furniture, books, rugs and frames. You can also measure items outdoors!  

● Can you create your own geometric solids? This site has some great printable templates 
to help you get started: https://www.fun-stuff-to-do.com/geometric-shapes-to-print.html 
If you have it in your home, I would recommend using cardstock rather than regular 
paper.  

● For a fun exploration in geometry and art, try legostamping! 
https://frugalfun4boys.com/lego-stamping-its-art-with-bricks/?fbclid=IwAR103XkZEoB
6NFEAQfmkULEZhfA0MoEQPr07SzUKNa4fJ9mxNhn_vtq7rDc 

● Write a research on a famous geometer/mathematician and explore his/her theories and 
discoveries. Some possibilities to consider:  

○ Hypatia  
○ Pythagoras 
○ Euclid 
○ Al-Khwarizmi  
○ Ada Lovelace 

● Do you remember the Family Tree of Quadrilaterals? Test your knowledge to see if you 
can draw or make all 7 types of quadrilaterals! What makes each of them unique and how 
are they related to one another on the family tree?  

● A brilliant Greek mathematician named Thales figured out how to measure the height of 
the Great Pyramid in an unconventional way! He stuck his walking stick into the ground 
and watched it’s shadow as the sun rose and set in the sky. At a very particular point in 
the day, the stick's shadow equaled the exact height of the stick (which he had measured). 
Thales was so excited and realized that if he measured the Great Pyramid’s shadow at 
that exact same time of day, he would know it’s true height. Can you replicate what 
Thales did with a tree perhaps? Or a building?  

● Geometry in nature is everywhere. The next time you go into your backyard or for a 
walk, can you find some examples? I’ll give you a few starting points; have you ever 
looked closely at a bee’s honeycomb? What regular polygon do you see? What about a 
spider web…? Write a list of all the shapes you see, or (carefully!) measure the shapes 
and see if you can determine the perimeter and area! 

 
Community Geometry 

● Geometric shapes, lines, and angles are everywhere in your neighborhood! Go on a 
geometry hunt around your neighborhood and see how many you can find! Pay particular 
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attention to traffic signs! Can you create a geometry scavenger hunt and challenge a 
friend to try it? Here are some hints to get you started: 

○ What kind of polygon do you see when you look at a Stop Sign? What shape is a 
Crosswalk Sign? What about a Yield Sign? Can you find other types of polygons 
as you look at homes, landscaping, streets and sidewalks?  

○ Think about lines! Can you find two streets that are parallel? What about 
perpendicular?  

○ Do you see different kinds of angles? Acute? Obtuse? Right? Straight?  
 
Language  

● Create a “Funny Fill-In,”also known as a Mad Lib: write a simple story and then erase 
certain words from the story, but label the original word’s part of speech below the blank 
space. Without letting your family member see the story, have them fill in those spaces 
by asking aloud for a particular part of speech. Be sure to read these hilarious creations to 
your family or even a friend over the phone! 

● Read a book or think of a book you have recently read, and create a clever book report. 
Rather than just writing a summary, you could:  

○ Write a prequel or a sequel to the story 
○ Rewrite a certain part of the story from another character’s perspective 
○ Simplify and rewrite the story into a children’s book that could be enjoyed by a 

younger audience 
○ Create a new dust jacket. Include not only your own cover illustration, but try to 

replicate other dust jackets, including a blurb and reviews.  
● There are so many heroes keeping us well fed, healthy, and safe! Could you write a letter 

of gratitude to a doctor, nurse, grocery store employee, or another hero you know? You 
could also write messages to your neighbors walking by using sidewalk chalk, or create 
posters to hang outdoors or in your windows to thank your mail carrier, garbage workers, 
and delivery people!  

● Did you know that April is National Poetry Month? There are hundreds of different kinds 
of poems to choose from. You could choose a few different types and create a booklet. 
Maybe you can even give that book as a gift to a family member or friend! Have you ever 
written an ABC poem? I have written one for all of you as a sample!* 

 
Ah! I miss you all so much!  
But I know that you are all 
Cleverly creating,  
Designing fascinating projects and other fun!  
Each of you is filling your days with  
Family time and  
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Getting outdoors as much as possible.  
Here at the Sokolowski Home, 
Inga is growing bigger every day! She is sending her  
Joy and smiles to all of you!  
Kind acts are happening all around us right now. How 
Lucky are we to have so many heroes? 
Many people are working together to protect our loved ones.  
“New normal” is a phrase you may have heard. It means we are 
Out of school, and asked to stay in our homes.  
Playdates and parties are currently on hold. This is a time to slow down. To pause. To just be.  
Quickly we are finding new, simpler routines.  
Resting, getting refreshed, and being reminded of what is most important in our lives.  
Soon enough, we will all be reunited.  
Time together will be treasured more than ever. 
Understanding and compassion has increased.  
Viruses can be crazy things! But for the rest of our lives 
We will always remember how 
eXcellent human beings can be when we help one another.  
You are part of a historical time! And just remember... 
Zainy games, silly songs, and other school fun with friends will be here again soon!  
 
*By the way, ABC lists can be a great way to think of ideas for things to do!  
Audiobook 
Bake 
Clean Bedroom 
Draw 
Experiment 
And so on!  
Or even more specific, such as what can I bake?  
Apple Pie 
Blueberry Muffins 
Corn Bread 
Danish  
Egg bake  
 

● Learn about Morse Code, Braille, sign language, or another form of communication. You 
can even make up your own method of communicating!  
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● Write a story or play using personification. Perhaps you could write a story from the 
perspective of your pet or item in your home, as he/she/it is observing this very strange 
situation of every family member being home all day every day!  

● Write instructions for your siblings or parents to complete a scavenger hunt or perform 
some other kind of task.  

● Write a children’s story! You might consider giving it as a gift to a younger sibling or 
mailing it to a cousin, neighbor or friend! 

● Write an imaginary job application. To get you thinking creatively, what skill sets would 
a person need to be successful in the following careers?  

○ Trapeze Artist 
○ Mime 
○ Theme Park Designer  
○ Stunt Double 
○ Taste Tester 
○ Crayon Color Namer  

● Create a questionnaire. You might even ask the same set of questions to multiple people 
and then chart or graph the data.  

● Do a text merge! Choose a page from a fiction book and a page from a non-fiction book. 
It may be helpful to photocopy the pages if you have a copier at home. Then, using only 
words from those pages, write a story, a collection of silly sentences, or a poem!  

● Create advertisements or a formal invitations for made-up events or events that you can 
actually host in your home, such as:  

○ A performance by you and/or your siblings 
○ A themed family dining experience  
○ A family game night  

 
Community Language 

● Make a set of phonogram cards for a younger student or sibling.  
● This is such a perfect opportunity to write letters! We all know the incredible joy that is 

felt upon receiving a letter!  
○ Write a thank you note to essential workers: 

■ Doctors, nurses, and other first responders 
■ Grocery store clerks, mail carriers and delivery workers  
■ Custodial staff members  
■ Mail men and woman  

○ Write a letter to a classmate, friend, or family member 
○ Write a letter to an elderly member of your community 
○ Make your own postcards and send them off!  

● Read a book aloud to a younger student or family member via Facetime or Zoom. You 
could even create your own story or book to share!  
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● Share the gift of poetry with a friend or family member! Some options you might 
consider: 

o Haiku 
o Limerick 
o Sonnet 
o Acrostic  

 
History 

● You are currently living through a historical moment! Start your own special journal 
documenting what you are experiencing and feeling.  

● This is also a great time to connect with family inside your home and with your extended 
family virtually. Interview a family member and write their biography. Maybe you can 
even use this time to create an extended family history! You will treasure a work like this 
forever.  

● Each one of us is in this country because members of our families, generations before us, 
emigrated from other countries. As a child, I loved learning about the adventurous tales 
of my courageous grandparents who came over from Lithuania. Perhaps someone in your 
family is an immigrant. If not, you may have a friend or neighbor who is. Take the time 
to conduct an interview whether in person or over the phone. You might choose to create 
a timeline and write down the very special story you learn!  

● Create a travel brochure for your favorite National Park, city, state, country or other fun 
place you have traveled to or would like to visit. You can even create a brochure for Lake 
Forest/Lake Bluff!  

● Read an article from National Geographic. You can write a summary or maybe even 
create some kind of mini research! National Geographic now has a great history 
magazine! https://www.nationalgeographic.com/history/magazine/ 

● In the classroom, many of you used the History Question Charts to create your own 
civilization or to research a real one. Now that you are at home and have some building 
supplies, can you build a civilization or a particular part of a civilization? You can use 
legos, blocks, paper cups, toilet paper/paper towel rolls, cardboard, cardstock, or even 
creating it outside using outdoor materials! Be sure to take a picture! Some ideas to 
inspire you:  

○ Egyptian or Incan Pyramid 
○ Roman Colosseum 
○ Mesopotamian Ziggurat  
○ Hanging Gardens of Babylon 

● Research a historical figure, but write it in the first person, as if you are that famous 
individual! When you are finished, you can even dress up as this person and present your 
research to your family at home, or to friends and family via FaceTime!  
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● Create a timeline of a person’s life or of particular period in history. If you’d like a really 
big challenge, create a timeline of an entire civilization! Be sure to think carefully about 
the scale for this work, depending on how much time and information you are covering 
such as:  

○ 1 inch for every year 
○ 1 foot for every century 
○ 1 yard for every decade 

 
Community History 

● Interview a family member or friend who has lived through an interesting historical time 
to ask them what it was like. People love sharing their special stories! 

● Remember that right now, YOU are living through a major historical moment! If you 
have not yet done so, begin writing down your feelings and experiences about daily life 
during Covid-19. We are all having so many new and unusual experiences. You might 
even consider collecting newspaper clippings and other primary sources to save in a 
special book or box. One day, someone of a future generation will want to interview you 
about this fascinating time!  

 
Geography  

● Using a resource such as the encyclopedia, The CIA World Factbook, or the Economist’s 
“Pocket World in Figures,” create graphs, charts or color-coded maps to display 
information you find (and as a way to practice your countries and capitals).  

● Draw your own chart of interdependencies. Who are the people you rely on each day?  
● Interested in starting a research? There are so many great geography topics! Remember, a 

research does not have to just be pages and pages of writing. You can include lots of 
diagrams and illustrations. You might also consider building models using clay, 
cardboard, legos, or blocks. Here are some geography topics you might explore: 

○ Gravity 
○ The Layers of the Earth 
○ The Layers of the Atmosphere 
○ Mountains 
○ Volcanoes  
○ Rivers 
○ Continental Drift 
○ Atoms and Elements 
○ Electricity  
○ Economics 
○ Simple Machines (Inclined Plane, Pulley, Lever, Wheel and Axle, Wedge, Screw) 
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● Remember the incredible story many members of our class wrote earlier this year about 
taking a class cruise? Create your own travel story, but use a different mode of 
transportation! Perhaps a hot air balloon, a jet ski, or even a camel! Carefully plan your 
route through a particular part of the world, and be sure to give plenty of information 
about each of the locations your characters visit along the way!  

● This is also a great time to practice your maps. https://www.seterra.com/ is a fabulous site 
for printable maps. Start by mastering the countries and capitals of the United States, and 
from there move on to the other countries and their capitals. You can also label oceans, 
rivers, lakes, and other bodies of water on a map. Remember, that you can create a key 
and use an atlas or CIA World Factbook to color in states/countries by categories such as: 

○ Population 
○ Population Density 
○ Primary Language 
○ Year of statehood/independence 
○ Literacy rate 

● Create a map of your own neighborhood!  
○ What might you include in your legend? 
○ How could you indicate the scale or size of the neighborhood on paper? 
○ Hint: graph paper will be the best kind of paper to use for this! 

● Orienteering is the sport of navigation and is an activity that could be fun for your entire 
family! Have one person hide an object in your backyard or at a park. Then, that person 
can create instructions for how to find the object. For example, “walk twenty paces west 
of the boulder.” For this activity, you’ll need a paper map and a compass. This is a great 
way to refine your navigation skills and get some practice with the four cardinal 
directions. You could even have all members of your family work individually to find the 
object and see who gets there first!  

● We have been experiencing some interesting weather recently! Where is this snow 
coming from? Try your hand at tracking the weather. Perhaps you could create a graph of 
your data? Based on that data and the trends you see, could you start predicting the 
weather for the following day? How might the type of clouds in the sky help you predict 
the weather? 

 
Community Geography 

● Create a Community Circle!  
○ Gather or cut out 6 differently sized circles that range from small to large.  
○ Circumscribe the circles so the smallest is at the center, and the largest is your 

bottom layer. The smallest circle will represent your house.  
○ Draw your house, and add any additional information you would like.  
○ Continue going from my house to my city or town, my state, my country, my 

continent and then the largest circle will be your planet.  
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○ On each circle, draw a picture to represent your given state, country, etc.  
■ As you work through this, think about going smaller than your home or 

larger than the world! (ie my room, or my galaxy) 
■ You could include a sentence of two of information about each one as 

well.  

 
 

● Create a Fundamental Needs Chart for your family! Create a chart to represent how you 
and your family meet your needs: Consider: 

○ What materials are your clothes made out of? 
○ What do you depend on for transportation? 
○ What’s your house made of? 
○ What types of food do you eat? 

● (See sample chart below on PDF) 
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● Create a salt dough world map, or a map of the United States. 

○ Step 1: Make the dough: 
■  Using your hands, mix together 4 cups of flour, 2 cups of salt, 2 cups of 

water, and 2 tablespoons of cream of tartar. 
○ Step 2: Trace the country (or countries): 

■ Print out an outline of the U.S.A. map or the continents. 
● Here is a good website for printing maps: 

○ https://www.seterra.com 
■  Cut out the outline or landform of your chosen map  

○ Step 3: Press the dough onto the map. 
○ Step 4: Mark on your map: 

■ Where you have family or friends living  
■ Where you’ve traveled  
■ Where you’d like to travel someday  

● Be sure to include a key for your map! 
● Plan a neighborhood scavenger hunt for you and your friends! You can report back how 

it went and the neat things you found!  
 
Botany and Biology 

● Create a bird log! You could: 
○ Graph the frequency of each bird species you see out your window or while on a 

walk 
○ Tracking: Write down when and where each bird species was seen  
○ Watch one particular bird and record all of it’s movements/activities; do other 

birds in that species have similar behaviors? What about different species? What 
do they do differently?  

● Create an herbarium 
○ Collect one plant of each species while on a walk and press it in a book (be sure 

they’re not on private property!) 
○ Write down when and where you found it 
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● Now that the weather is warming up, it’s a perfect time to be outdoors. As you are 
outside, you can gather specimens for dissection or to look at more closely with a 
magnifying glass or microscope. Be sure to sketch and label what you collect. One of the 
most beautiful things to look out for this month is spring ephemeral wildflowers. Go to 
the “Blog” tab on the FBS website, where you’ll find Miss White’s post about these 
special flowers that will only be around for a few weeks!  

● Describe and illustrate different kinds of symbiosis! You could look for examples that 
show mutualism, commensalism, or parasitism. Some scientists suggest that there are 
more than three types of symbiosis. You might consider researching these additional 
types to see if you agree! Some of my favorite examples of symbiosis are: 

○ Shark and remora 
○ Crocodile and Egyptian Plover bird 
○ Sea anemones and hermit crabs  

● Do a human body research and consider incorporating diagrams and drawings, or even 
make your research entirely with diagrams and drawings! You might even focus on one 
particular system of the body such as: 

○ Respiratory 
○ Circulatory 
○ Immune 
○ Digestive 
○ Skeletal  
○ Nervous  

● Write a research about one of the many plants that changed the course of history. Some 
particularly notable plants are:  

○ Pepper  
○ Cacao 
○ Date 
○ Coffee 
○ Coconut 
○ Banana 

● Scientific classification is when scientists group plants based on similar characteristics. 
Could you classify the plants in your house or in your backyard? Think about leaf 
venation, simple vs. compound leaves, type of stem, etc.  

 
Community Biology 

● Create a small space for compost in your outdoor environment.  
● Weed out any invasive species in your yard, such as dandelions. 
● Earth Day was a few days ago! There are so many ways we can actively care for our 

planet. For example, on your next walk, bring a garbage bag with you and collect any 
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trash you see!  
● Build a birdhouse: 

○ https://www.thesprucecrafts.com/diy-birdhouse-ideas-4161116 
● Plant herbs to harvest and share with friends and family 
● Plant a garden in your backyard and coordinate with your friends to take turns caring for 

it. Share what you harvest with friends and family.  
 
Science 

● Design a variety of paper airplanes and test to see which one goes the furthest. Record 
your data in a chart or graph. You could also consider testing which one stays suspended 
in the air the longest.  

● Create or draw a Rube Goldberg contraption!  
● Make your own lava lamp!  

○ Materials: 
■ Clear jar or glass 
■ Water 
■ Food coloring 
■ Oil 
■ Salt  

○ Procedure:  
■ Fill the jar ¾ of the way with water  
■ Add drops of food coloring until you are satisfied with the color (you 

don’t want it to be too dark) 
■ Fill the jar almost to the top with oil (what do you notice?? What 

conclusions can you make?) 
■ Pour salt in the jar until you see the lava lamp effect! (you can even shine 

a flashlight behind the jar for added fun!) 
■ What do you think is happening here? See if you can figure it out and 

report back to me!  
 
Community Science 

● Cooking is a form of science! As you master your favorite recipes, consider creating a 
recipe book that you could share with a classmate, friend or family member. You might 
even reach out to a group of your classmates and find a way to create a recipe book 
together. You could also come up with simple recipes that could be shared with a 
younger child.  

● Science is only useful if it is shared with the community. For that reason, a scientist’s 
primary goal is to discover or do something that can be successfully replicated by 
someone else. Can you write up a science experiment, including your hypothesis, the 
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materials, and the procedure, and give it to someone else to try? See if they get the same 
results as you did!  

 
Music 

● Familiarize yourself with classical composers whose music can be playing while you are 
working on your various projects.  

● Can you create your own musical instruments using household items? Rice, beans and 
other small dry foods are great for percussion. Rubber Bands work well for string 
instruments. Paper towel and toilet paper rolls can be made into wind instruments. You 
could even create a family band and put on a performance for your parents, or put on a 
virtual performance for other family members and friends!  

● Choose one of your favorite songs and create new lyrics to that same tune,  just like we 
sing “The Preposition Song” to the tune of Yankee Doodle!  

● An Orchestra of Bottles: this is a classic activity that I hope you’ll try! Simply fill five or 
six bottles/glasses with varying amounts of water and either blow across the top of the 
bottle or wet your finger and trace the rim to make beautiful sounds.  

 
Community Music 

● Did you know that creating and listening to music is a great way to improve your mood? 
Put on a virtual concert for a family member or friend! You can sing songs or play an 
instrument if you have one. Grandparents especially will be overjoyed by your 
performances!  

 
Art 

● Choose an artist and see if you can create a piece of artwork in that artist’s distinct style. 
Some particularly notable artists to consider are:  

○ George Seurat 
○ Vincent van Gogh 
○ Georgia O’Keefe 
○ Claude Monet  
○ Henri Matisse 
○ Alexander Calder  

● This suggestion was inspired by an article I read about the Getty Museum in Los 
Angeles: choose a famous painting and recreate that painting using family members, pets, 
and whatever objects you can manage to find around the house! Take a photograph to 
capture your work of art!  

● Some other fun types of art to explore: 
○ Origami 
○ Felting  
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○ Quilled Paper 
○ Collage  
○ Embroidery  

● Create a mandala! Mandalas are not only beautiful artistic creations, but the act of 
creating one is said to be very therapeutic. It is a very helpful way to calm anxiety and to 
build concentration. You might consider teaching this to your family members, too!  

● You can do some explorations with positive and negative space, based on the lesson 
many of you received from Ms. Coad.  

● Consider creating sock puppets or other types of puppets and creating a puppet show for 
your family!  

● Try out the hilariously fun game called “Create Your Own Picasso” shared by Ms Coad! 
(see in PDF) 

 
 
Community Art 

● Try out homemade mask making!  
○ Supplies:  

■ A piece of 5½ “x 8” fabric, folded in half 
■ 2 rubber bands 
■ Large needle, pins, and scissors  
■ Embroidery thread, cut to 24”  
■ A 5” x 1” piece of cardboard 
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■ 2 hair elastics (or other form of elastic thread)  
○ Instructions: 

1. Fold the fabric over the cardboard.  
2. Sew the bottom edge with a running stitch.  
3. For each side, place cardboard at the edge and secure it with a rubber 

band. 
● This will keep the rubber band stretched out, and will make the 

sewing more manageable. 
4.  Fold the edge over the rubber band and pin it. Use the running stitch again 

to sew the last side.  
5. Attach hair elastics (or a short piece of elastic thread) to each side to 

secure the mask to your ears.  
○ Other mask making options can be found here:  

https://www.today.com/style/how-make-face-mask-fabric-home-t177225 
● Create colorful posters to place in your front windows for passerby, or a delivery person 

to enjoy! 
● Write joyful messages on the sidewalk or driveway using chalk.  

 
Movement 
Fresh air and movement are so important for our happiness and health! Here are some ideas to 
get yourself moving:  

● Yoga 
● Ride your bike 
● Jump rope 
● Walk your dog 
● Make up a dance  
● Play hopscotch 
● Build an obstacle course 

 
Practical Life 

● Organize a closet or drawer in your home or garage 
● With a parent’s permission, reorganize the furniture in your bedroom  
● This is a great time of year to begin outdoor projects. Ask your parents if any help is 

needed outside of your home such as: 
○ Landscaping 
○ Gardening 
○ Cleaning the deck or patio 
○ Organizing the garage or shed 

● Try out a recipe you have never tried before 
● Learn how to use an appliance in your home that you have never used before  
● Sewing, needlepoint, crochet  
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● Go through some of your family’s photos and create a photo album. 
● Create a scrapbook! One theme could be all of the activities you and your family are 

doing during this time at home.  
○ Use colorful paper, pens, colored pencils, etc. and add pictures to make beautiful 

pages in your book!  
● When I was younger, every year my family and I did a spring clean out of the garage! 

You never know what you might find! 
● Build a bird feeder!  

 
Community Practical Life 

● Sweep a neighbor’s sidewalk/driveway 
● Double or triple a recipe you love and distribute the extras to friends and family in your 

neighborhood!  
 
Family Fun 

● Create a restaurant right inside your home! Of course you will need to decide what to 
cook for your meal, but you can also: 

○ Create a menu, a sign, and other decor  
○ Dress up as chefs and waitstaff 
○ Make place cards for each person  
○ Set out a full place setting for each person 
○ Considering during or after dinner entertainment, such as a musical instrument  

● Do a family puzzle! This is a great time to take on that 500 or 1000 piece box! As long as 
your parents allow it, you can leave it on a certain table of your home so that you and 
your family members can keep it out as an ongoing project!  

● Set up a family talent show or skit night!  
● Create a scavenger hunt for a family member. 

 
General 
General Community 

● Our Elementary classrooms are beautiful because of the materials you make for them! Is 
there something you would like to make for the classroom that we can display and use 
next year? You could even mail it to your teacher for safe keeping!  

○ Example sentences for Sentence Analysis? 
○ Word problems?  
○ A science experiment write-up? 
○ A poem? 
○ A list of book suggestions or even a more formal book review? 

● Share your favorite book or a puzzle you’ve already completed with your classmates by 
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organizing a contactless exchange. Items you might consider exchanging:  
○ Books (non-fiction and fiction)  
○ Jigsaw puzzles 
○ Board games 
○ Recipes 
○ Crafting tools 
○ Building materials such as legos  
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